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Education for sustainable Kommentarer
• The structure of the course helpred me to gain knowledge about SD
in education. I realized this most when writing assignment 3
development ht21
• In general the course was clearly well-planned. There was some
Learning objectives During the course, the course participant has
the opportunity to develop Knowledge and understanding
knowledge of different perspectives on sustainable development,
knowledge of learning activities and tools for learning about
sustainable development, Competence and skills •the ability
to design teaching in relation to sustainable development, and
Critical assessment and approach •the ability to relate sustainable
development to his/her own subject with a norm- critical and
reflective approach.

difficulty finding some things, and perhaps more concrete examples
or models here and there, for example what a shared Padlet result
from a group might look like-- but do the example on a different
topic. Having the preparatory materials and the actual schedule for
each day together instead of separated on the course website might
help too-- since it is hyperlinks anyway, why not a chronological
schedule with all you need right there? But generally the teachers
used Canvas and technology extremely well and inspied us to use
some of the same ways of doing things for our own teaching, is what
my group members discussed.
Antal kommentarer : 2

Kurs/grupp-frågor:

2. The course content felt meaningful to me as a person

Course evaluation This isa learning
experience questionnaire (LEQ)that consists
of 23statements and a few openquestions.
The statements have been derived from
factors that in research have been found to
promote learning in higher education. The
questionnaire complies with Umeå
University's basic requirements for course
evaluation. The expected learning outcomes
of the course are listed above. If possible,
please justify your opinion in a comment!

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor
disagree

0 % (0)
7 % (1)
7 % (1)

Agree

29 % (4)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

57 % (8)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,36
Kommentarer
• Both for my personal and professional life
Antal kommentarer : 1

1. The course was organized in a way that helped
me understand what I should do
Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

14 % (2)

Agree

57 % (8)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

3. The course activities provided opportunities
tocollaborate with others and discuss the subject

29 % (4)

Neither agree nor
disagree

0 % (0)

Agree

0 % (0)

36 % (5)

Strongly agree

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,14

Ej tillämpbar

64 % (9)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,64
Kommentarer
Inga kommentarer
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4. Theexpected learning outcomes of
thecoursehelped me understand what I was going
to learn
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor
disagree

Ej tillämpbar

Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

0 % (0)
7 % (1)

21 % (3)

Agree

43 % (6)

7 % (1)

Agree
Strongly agree

6. I wasable to get support if I needed it

64 % (9)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

14 % (2)

36 % (5)
0 % (0)

7 % (1)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,14

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 3,92

Kommentarer
Kommentarer

• I did not really ask for specific or personal support. But I always had
the impression that I could ask...

• I personally did not check the ELOs before the coure.
Retrospectively, I can confirm the the ELOs reflect what I Antal kommentarer : 1
learned.
• It seems ELO often help, but do not fully clarify, and that
is ok.
Antal kommentarer : 2

7. The course content was communicated in ways I could
understand
Strongly disagree

5. During the course I was given opportunities to
practice what I was expected to learn
Strongly disagree
Disagree

14 % (2)
50 % (7)

Strongly agree

7 % (1)
14 % (2)

Agree

Ej tillämpbar

29 % (4)
0 % (0)

50 % (7)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

7 % (1)

Neither agree nor
disagree
Agree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

Disagree

0 % (0)

29 % (4)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4
Kommentarer
• Yes, sure. A bit vaguely asked. I think the course gave
several opportunities to practice useful tools, but I cannot
assess right now, how comprehensive that is for my SD
teaching yet.
Antal kommentarer : 1
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Kommentarer

9. The pace of the course was reasonable in relation to what

• I wish this was a ten-point scale instead of just a five-point I was expected to do
one because I want to give a 9 here, not a 7.5 out of 10.
Certain exercises were not so clearly defined, and not in a
Strongly disagree
0 % (0)
good, open-ended way or a way that if we read the
Disagree
7 % (1)
instructions we could figure out. An example is the Day 6
Neither agree nor
narratives exercise: it was a very interesting subject and
0 % (0)
disagree
the lecture was fantastic, but when we were to create our
Agree
own narratives by describing our feelings during
Strongly agree
29 % (4)
something that happened to us during this course, but then
also relate it to the parts of the course, and then write joint
Ej tillämpbar
0 % (0)
themes on a Padlet, it seemed that no group agreed on
what we were to do-- discuss honestly our emotions that Antal svar: 14
arose during the learning process? Tell a story about why Viktat genomsnitt: 4,14
we felt provoked/sad/vulnerable/angry/hopeful? Leave the
factual course content aside or talk about how people had
Kommentarer
certain details of that incorrect and that led to x, y or z
• Could be more more compact.
student feeling frustrated, etc. Make a list of emotions
Antal kommentarer : 1
shared commonly in the group, and move on to how to
handle those as a teacher, or of course activities that stirred
emotions, or of commonalities among our personal
10. The course activities
narratives related to the feelings...? I hope you will keep
having the exercise, but just clarify, and the same for other learning outcomes
exercises, especially later in the day on course days :).
Strongly disagree

Antal kommentarer : 1

Disagree

8. I was able to try out my own ideas about the
subject – theoretically or practically – and learn
from experience
Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

0 % (0)
7 % (1)
14 % (2)

Agree

43 % (6)

Strongly agree

36 % (5)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,07

7 % (1)

Agree

helped me reach the expected

Neither agree nor
disagree

Ej tillämpbar

64 % (9)

86 % (12)
7 % (1)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4

Kommentarer
Inga kommentarer

11. Collaborating with others on the course helped me to
learn

Kommentarer
• Yes, I used exercise 2 and 3 to start a real plan for
implementation of SDE in the program I am chairing the
committee for
Antal kommentarer : 1

Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

7 % (1)

Agree

29 % (4)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

64 % (9)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,57
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Kommentarer

14. The course feltchallenging in a stimulating way

• As in all UPL courses so far, I appreciate to meet
colleagues from other faculties and departments. This
interconnection always enriches the discussions and the
learning
Antal kommentarer : 1

Strongly disagree

7 % (1)

Disagree

7 % (1)

Neither agree nor
disagree

14 % (2)

Agree

12. I had opportunities to influence my learning
situation
Strongly disagree
Disagree

0 % (0)

Ej tillämpbar

50 % (7)

Strongly agree

14 % (2)

Kommentarer
Inga kommentarer

15. My background knowledge and abilities weresufficient
to follow the course

Kommentarer
• It was an intense course, a bit more flexibility in tearms of
exercises would strengthen this point. Let students choose
a problem / situation and make it their exercise (at least for
1 occasion)

Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree
Agree

Ej tillämpbar

13. I received regular feedback from teachers or
peersthat helped me see my progress
0 % (0)

Disagree

21 % (3)
71 % (10)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,64
Kommentarer

14 % (2)

Neither agree nor
disagree

36 % (5)

Agree

Inga kommentarer

21 % (3)

Strongly agree

29 % (4)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 3,64
Kommentarer
• For the assignments yes. And also a lot during the
discussions
Antal kommentarer : 1

7 % (1)

Strongly agree

Antal kommentarer : 1

Ej tillämpbar

0 % (0)

0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 3,71

Strongly disagree

50 % (7)

29 % (4)

Agree

Ej tillämpbar

Strongly agree

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4

7 % (1)

Neither agree nor
disagree

21 % (3)

16. The course activities helped me develop a thorough
understanding of key concepts
Strongly disagree

7 % (1)

Disagree

7 % (1)

Neither agree nor
disagree

14 % (2)

Agree

43 % (6)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

29 % (4)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 3,79
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Kommentarer

Kommentarer

• Hard to judge what thorough really means. I certainly feel
that I understand much more about SDE now than before
the course

• Yes, the home team gave some security and trust to tackle complex
issues which raise uncertainty and anxiety. But I also liked to have
other group compositions.

• Understanding requires time. You cannot learn something
by doing it a few times.

• Especially in the home team. Some of the others, I actually never
really met, since we never ended up in the same discussion group -and on zoom, one does not engage more randomly over fika or
lunches etc.

• Largely, yes. One session/exercise that I think missed the
mark a bit on that note was the one on economy. The
introduction lecture was a bit vague, and the exercise
Antal kommentarer : 2
afterwards became completely focused on forest
management rather than on understanding or critically
19. The course activities
viewing market economical factors and mechanisms
(which I only today realised should have been the case). ways

enabled me to learn in different

Antal kommentarer : 3
Strongly disagree

17. My knowledge and abilities were assessed in a
clear and equitable way
Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

36 % (5)

Agree

36 % (5)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

21 % (3)

0 % (0)

Disagree

14 % (2)

Neither agree nor
disagree

14 % (2)

Agree

36 % (5)

Strongly agree

36 % (5)

Ej tillämpbar

0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 3,93

7 % (1)

Kommentarer
Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 3,85

Inga kommentarer

Kommentarer
• I don't have a really clear picture of how you assessed
knowledge and abilities? I can't remember seeing the
assessment criteria, now that you ask.

20. I was able to learn from concrete examples that I could
relate to
Strongly disagree

7 % (1)

Disagree

7 % (1)

Antal kommentarer : 1

18. I felt a sense of community with others on the
course
Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

Ej tillämpbar

29 % (4)

Strongly agree

36 % (5)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 3,79

29 % (4)

Strongly agree

21 % (3)

Agree

Ej tillämpbar

0 % (0)

Agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

71 % (10)

Kommentarer

0 % (0)

• I could relate to them, but less from a professional point of view
Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,71

• The formats and materials provided for us to work with are directly
also very applicable in one's own education -- so that is also very
concrete and relatable.
• Here i thought of the Nile River exercise and the one where students
complain about ESD teaching.
Antal kommentarer : 3
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21. I felt that theteachers in the coursehad
confidence in my ability to learn
Strongly disagree
Disagree

0 % (0)
7 % (1)

Neither agree nor
disagree

14 % (2)

Agree

43 % (6)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

36 % (5)
0 % (0)

23. I studied to the extent I needed to learn the content of
the course
Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree
Agree

50 % (7)

Strongly agree

50 % (7)

Ej tillämpbar

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,07

0 % (0)

0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,5

Kommentarer
• I did not really feel this. But I didn't reflect on whether this Kommentarer
was required from my side. I don't see why they should not
• Some articles I still need to go back and read more thoroughly.
:-)
Antal kommentarer : 1
• Good, high-quality level intellectually and with the
readings, videos, etc.
Antal kommentarer : 2

22. The course activities provided opportunities to
reflect on what I learned
Strongly disagree

0 % (0)

Disagree

0 % (0)

Neither agree nor
disagree

7 % (1)

Agree

57 % (8)

Strongly agree
Ej tillämpbar

36 % (5)
0 % (0)

Antal svar: 14
Viktat genomsnitt: 4,29
Kommentarer
Inga kommentarer
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24. What was the most important thing you learned 25. What was the best aspect of the course?
during the course?
• Listening to others' experiences
• The key competences and the width of sustainability
• Working with complexity

• The Home Groups (getting different perspectives from people in
very different fields)

• The importance of inter and transdisciplinary work in
academia was certainly reinforced in this course. I bring
the importance of collaboration in safe spaces with me.

• home teams, chance to connect between different discplines

• That there are so many different aspects to ESD and that
we only scratched the surface

• The comprehensive approach to ESD!

• The compexity of sustainable development. But also the
various competencies needed for this.
• Things are very complex. We have many nice tools and
pedagogical approaches at our hands to improve our
teaching (for sustainable development).
• Getting a framework for ESD that I can adapt to my
teaching.
• I think most importantly I learned that SDE must provide a
set of key competencies for the students and these key
skills should be translated into ELOs. To implement SDE
in programs a holistic approach spanning throughout the
course of studies is essential. Implementation is
challenging (involve all teachers, education of teachers,
include external experts, keep updated). It is a long and
bumpy road, but SDE came here to stay. We need to do it!
• No one at UPL is willing to address the elephant in the
room. We are trying increase quality of education for more
people with less staff and hours than ever before. It cannot
be done. In reality, the only thing that matters is our ability
to secure external funding.

• The Home team was by far the best aspect of the course!
• The conversations among the home team members
• The content; the activities; meeting the teachers and other
participants.
• Skilled teachers, good organization and meeting colleagues
interested in ESD
• The course gave me actual tools at hand to teach and to assess the
key competencies for SDE. I have already a concept for
implementation of SDE available which I will include in the
upcoming writing of the program analysis.
• The interaction with the home team
• As always, all the different perspectives represented. For me, one of
the most important things with UPL courses -- besides topic and
content -- are that they bring these cross-disciplinary perspectives
that both support learning to see things differently AND serve as
reminders of how difficult it is to actually be on the same page in
processes of making change. I mean: if we, who are university
teachers and researchers have this much difficulty understanding
each others' perspectives and knowledge areas -- imagine how
difficult it is for non-academics to make sense of what we do and
propose in sustainability transition actions and suggestions.
• Other than the importnat things I learned? Being online where you
could share so much from the entire Internet so easily, and where I
never needed to miss a day due to travel or illness.

• Hm. Difficult one. Coming from a non-natural sciences
• All the pedagogical techniques and their implementation in ESD.
area, I think some of the interrelated systemic bioecological connections Jon raised in his doomsday lecture Antal svar : 13
were super good to learn more about. And, perhaps, how
well a home team set-up can work to promote certain kinds
of discussions and spaces for feeling secure in testing ideas
also in a general course context and not only in a project
course.
• All about Agenda 2030, the SDGs and the efforts around
the university and to some extent the world to forward our
approach towards (hopefully) sustainability, including the
academic insights from various fields' research findings
relating to this. The tips/learning about pedagogy/teaching
and learning was an extremely close second.
• Goals of Agenda 2030 and how they are related to my
business.
Antal svar : 12
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26. What could be improved, and why?
• Include pedagogical theories
Be more practical
Doing -experiential
• IF there was a chance to meet personally, not only
digitally, the course would be 10/10. Now it is "only" 9.5/10
;)
• More concrete succes and failure example of actual
sustainability learning (in and out of education).
More multi/inter/trans disciplinary input.
• The many perspectives of sustainability could be further
explored in order to actually help our abilities to teach this
within all disciplines.
• The Canvas site for the course could have been more
elaborated
• Perhaps broadening the perspective on sustainable
development somewhat to include (more) of the other aspects
not explicitly linked to climate change. And also emphasize
the interconnectedness of different SDGs.
• 1) Include a lecture, where an expert explains the economy
perspective in more detail. How does the monetary system
work? Do we really need economic growth? Why? Why not?
How could degrowth be achieved peacefully?

that critical thinking in general is different from critical thinking in the
context of sustainable development. I didn't see why, but I understood
that it was not enough that I trained my students to think, speak and
write.
• The economy session is the one I'd most of all suggest altering to
make it more clearly directed towards understanding systemic issues of
economical sustainability perspectives -- and to criticise norms and
world views from these perspectives. I mean, you started the course
with the doughnut model, and that never came back -- which would
have made sense to reconnect to in the economy exercise.
Otherwise, not much, I'd say. It works really well.

If I would suggest something, it would be to (if realistically possible
time-management-wise) add some kind of auscultation or engaging
practically in each other's teaching as some kind of cross-disciplinary
activity aiming to introduce diverse sustainability perspectives into
actual upcoming teaching situations. So besides the development
project, one could think of teaming up as resources for each other in a
teaching session and participate actively in bringing a different
perspective or take. Preferably as different subjects as possible, then,
would team up and work hands-on on either preparing a session or in
participating in each others' teaching (or supervision or such).
• See above.
• Maybe to have more practical activities would be good. One super
important aspect is to upload with a long time in advance all the
preparation material, otherwise, it is a bit hard to organize our time to
2) Raise the social aspects (e.g. of transformation) a bit more.
read all the preparation material.
• It is exhausting with full days on Zoom and the last hours
Antal
svar : 13
is rarely productive so I think the time could be reduced
slightly without losing much. It can also be problematic for
picking up at daycare later than usual.
27. What advice would you like to give to future
Not all exercises worked well. One example is the Nile
participants?
exercise at the very end of day 3, where it we had little
background knowledge and end up just making up something
• Assign extra time for the assignments. Don't think that the course is
because it needs to be presented.
"only" the time you spend working in the classroom. You need time
• The most emotional part for me was, not quite suprisingly,
to do the assignments AND to evaluate other people's assignments
the sections on "learners' emotions in SDE" and also the
• Think outside of the box
"teachers' emotions in SDE". I was not familiar with the
• Take the opportunity to really reflect and develop some of your own
concept to actively use / trigger emotions in order to
teaching activities with a more ESD angle. Start small and see what
influence teaching. I think for these sections (mainly the first
happens.
one), I would have liked to have a psycologist with us to kind
• All teachers from UmU should participate in this course and make
of provide a risk assessment and to give us a "do's and dont's"
our university nationally leading in SDE!
list, or something. I do not question the competence of the
• The summary of the state of the planet is quite good. I recommend it
involved teachers, but some external psycological advice
to anybody how does not read papers on the subject.
would have probably increased my confidence.
• Nothing in the original course description suggested that
• Block time in your calendar for reading, reflecting and preparing for
sustainable development should be understood in the context
the course sessions (not only does this benefit you and what you get
of the UN development goals. This rapidly became clear
out of it, but also out of respect and consideration for your co-course
during the lectures. Until Day 3 I thought that we were
-participants)
required to teach topics directly related to sustainable
development. At that point I understood that the goal was for
• Take this course!
me to teach my students a skill set that would allow them to
• Be open mind and keep all your prejudge at home. You will be
contribute to sustainable development upon graduation. I was
introduced in a very fascinating, but extremely complex world.
quite happy to learn that I am already doing this. This
understanding was wiped out during Day 6 where I learned Antal svar : 8
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28. Is there anything else you would like to add?
• I liked the videos in the morning. Nice touch, thoughtprovoking and mood-setting :)
• Thank you for this course. I hope that the importance of
sustainable development in education is stressed to the
faculty so that we can implement our assignment 3.
• Thank you for a great course!
• Nothing suggests that you appreciate the difficulties
associated with teaching students a curriculum that they
are thoroughly unprepared for. The idea that I should
somehow be able to do more than what I am already doing
is, well, I lack the right words.
Please make sure that your schedules are set in stone at
least a year in advance so that our home departments can
plan around them and give our own students a fixed
weekly schedule. Please make sure that the schedule is
easy to find. Currently, one has to go regularly to the page
for the each course only to learn that applications are
closed with no indication of when they might open again.
• Thanks for this! This is by far the best UPL course I've
participated in so far (and the others have been great, so
this is taking it all a notch further).
• No. Thanks for all your efforts!
• Would be very nice if you do not use the concept of
DEVELOPING countries. I feel this concept is extremely
classist and discriminatory, they are "developing"
countries in relation to which one? It has the implicit of
eurocentrism and assumes that all the countries should
follow the European model. But we should take into
account that every country has a different social reality,
not everything is Europe.
Instead of using DEVELOPING countries, would be very
nice and lovely if you use DECOLONISING countries.
Antal svar : 7
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